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Clearly the rational function R (z) belongs to
ty~.
We shall also see that the other classes
@p, ~p, @~ and ~~ are not vacuous (cf. REMARK of 2).
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and v j(j) (j = 1, ''', N) are integers not depending on a particular choice of OJ;

(c)
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is reduced to a real value.
Here if 0" = ¢ or 0 ' = ¢, @p or ~p, respectively,
is identical to typ. Let ty~, @~ and ~~ be the
subclasses of IrP, @p and ~p, respectively, which
consist of functions f (z) of typ, @p and ~p
satisfying the condition:
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is reduced to a real value.
Let ~p be the subclass of typ which consists of
functions f (z) of typ satisfying the condition:
/
(e ) Ig I f I is constant on each component
OJ (j = 1, "', }.), which means that for each
decreasing sequence {.Qjn} ;;'-1 of ends defining
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We shall conventionally agree to take as (K
= 00 EB through the present paper.
Let typ be
the class of functions w = f (z) single-valued,
analytic on B with the following properties;
(a) f has the only zeros Zj (j = 1, "', e) and
the only pales (k (k = 1, "', 1>:) with their orders
mj and nk, respectively;
(b) The rotation number of the image of
each OJ (j = 1, "', N) about w = 0 under f is
equal to zero; i. e.
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Construction of rp in (i ). It is easy to find
a solufon tt of the boundary value problem
satisfying the conditions:
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u is single-valued harmonic on B
- Kk} Z~l and has logarithmic singular-
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1 hen we obtain the following fundamental theorem.
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(B) u is constant on each boundary compoThere exists the ttnique nent C j (j = 1, "', i.) and
i.>" which maps B onto the
p-sheeted covering surface of which the bounf
ds = 0 (j = 1, "', i.),
JOJ G n
dary consists of circular slits (the images of
Cl , "', CAl centred a! the origin and radial where aI 8n denotes the inner normal derivaslits (the images of C~dl, "', C N ) emanating tive on C j and ds does the line element of C j ;
from the origin;
(ii) The function rp is the only element
(C) ~ = 0 along Cj (j=tl +1, "', N).
(.n
which simultaneously belongs to @" and i.>P;
(iii) For every f E @p, the inequality
Let tt* be a conjugate harmonic function of u

1. (i)
element rp of @" and
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determined up to multiples of 2rr such that

holds. Here the eqtwlity sign appears if and
only if f
rp;
(iv) For every f E i.>~, the inequality

=

J(cp)';;::.J(f)
holds. Here the equality sign appears if and
only if f
rp.

=

Proof. The domain B can always be conformally mapped onto the domain by a univalent
function rj) satisfying the condition rj) (oo) = 00,
rj)' ( 00 ) = 1 of which the boundary consists of
analytic Jordan curves. Thus we may assume
that so is the domain B. In fact, by the mapping rj) the functional] (j) varies only an additive quantity
t
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and

and set rp (z) = exp (tt + i tt*). Then it is easily
verified that rp (z) is the function satisfying the
property (i) up to the uniqueness. The p-valency of rp is shown by the argument principle.
Proof of (iii) and (iv). Let f be an arbitrary
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,
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where r should be chosen suitably sufficiently
small. Then, the image curves of {I Z - Z j I = r}
(j=l,"', I), {lz-(kl=r}(k=l,"', ,.-1}
and {I z I = 1/r} under f surrounds about w
=Omrtimes (j=l, ''', I), nk-times(k=l, "',
,.-1) and n times, respectively, and lies between circumferences
K -

independent of a particular choice of f E {f".
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Therefore, using the Green's formula, we have
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where C j (j = 1, ..., A) are the constant value,
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along C".

Set ztn (z) = Cj on each ring domain of B - B n
adjacent to C jn (j = 1, "', i.).
Then we can
easily see that lUll} ;;'-1 uniformly converges to
U on B and thus

lim DB(u-u n ) = O.
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(
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Let {B n } ::'-1 be an exhaustion of B such that Zj
EB I (j=1,"', ,L(k EBI (k=1,"', 1(:), C"
is a portion of the boundary aB n of B n for all n
and C~ = aBn - C" consists of analyt;c Jordan
curves C jn (j = 1, "', i.) homotopic to C j, respectively. Let u n ( z) (n = 1, 2,"') be the function on B n which satisfies the conditions:
-
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holds. Our assertion (4) follows from (5), (6)
and (7). Consequently, by (3) and (4) we have
that
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The equality sign in the last inequality appears
if and only if h
const. = 0 and thus 1
<p,
because of the normalization condition (d).

=

Nextlet 1 E
and h= u- U.

and set U = Ig 111, zt = Ig I<P I
Then we have that
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=
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Thus D B n ( V n - VI) is increasing with n. Let Vo
be the function on B 1 which satisfies the conditions:
is single-valued harmonic on B1
Kk} Z~l and has the same logarithmic
singularities as VI at Zj (j = 1, ''', I) and (k (k
= 1, "', /C);
-

(A)

VO

{Zj}

i.l -

(B) VO = canst. on 8B 1 •
Since, on setting vo=O on B-B1,

DB n (vo -

DB(U,h)= - Llglfldargf.
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VI> V n -

Let {B n } ;;'=1 be an exhaustion of B such that Zj
= - r~B V] ~Vn ds = DB (V n - VI),
Ju 1 en
n
E B] (j = 1, "', I), (k E B] (k = 1, ''', /C), C'
is a portion of aB n for all nand C n " =0 aB n we find that
- C' consists of analytic Jordan curves C jn (j = A
DB n (V n - VO)=DB1(VO- vl)-D Bn (V n - VI)'
+ 1, "', N) homotopic to C j , respectively. Let
Hence D B n ( V n - VI) is uniformly bounded and
V n (z) (n = 1, 2, ... ) be the function on B n which
satisfies the conditions:
V = lim V n
(A) V n is single-valued harmonic on B n
-{Zj}i.l-{::-k}Z_1 and has the logarithmic exists on B with
singularities
(10)

vn(z) = mj 19 !z-zjl +0(1)

vn(z)

at Zj (j = 1, "', (),
1
nk 19 I Z-!;k 1+ 0 (1)
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at!;k (k=1,"', /;-1)

Clearly V is independent of the particular exhaustion {B n } of B and thus we see that
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V= u.
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=
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Extend V n to B by setting
For n> m the equation

j

Then since
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N).
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I

--!(V m on
DVm
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Further the inequality
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IDB(U, h)-DBn (U, h n )!
~ ID Bn ( U, u-vn) I + IDB- Bn (U, h)
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holds. Our assertion (9) follows from (10), (11),
(12) and (13). Consequently, by (8), (9) and the
condition (f) we have that
(14)

J(~)- J(f)

2 Llglf'ld arg I+DR(h)

= -

~ O.

The equality sign in the last inequality appears
if and only if h == const. = 0 and thus f = !p,
because of the normalization condition (d).
Proof of the uniqueness in (i). Let <P be
another element of ®p and ~p with the same
circular-radial slit mapping property as !p. Then
by (iii) and (iv) we have that

=

ep.

Now (ii) is evident.
We should note that in THEOREM 1 the case
Then we have
the following corollary (cf. THEOREM 1 of [6J).

C' = ¢ or C" = ¢ is permitted.

COROLLARY 1. (i) There exists the zmique
element 1Jr of 1Jp which maps B onto the p.
sheeted covering surface of which the bozmdary
consists of circular slits centred at the origin;
(ii) F or every f E 1JP, the inequality

J ('If') s:. J (f)
holds. Here the equality sign appears if and
only if f - '11';
(iii)

Let

~

holds. Here the equality sign appears if and
only if f= X.

k~l

Then, we obtain the following

holds. Here the equality sign appears if and
only if f ~ !p ;
(ii) For every f E .'O~, the inequality
I(~) ~I(f)

holds. Here the equality sign appears if and
only if f cc= !p.
P roof.

It is immediately seen that

L

19 IIf I d arg if

for !p of THEOREM 1 and thus
E ~~. We note that
(17)

J (f)

j~l

I ( ~ ) .2: I (f)

There exists the unique element Z of (16)

J (X)

K-I

THEOREM 2. Let!p be the function defined
in THEOREM 1.
(i) For every f E ®~, the inequality

1Jp which maps B onto the p. sheeted covering
surfar,e of which the boundary consists of radial slits emanating from the origin;
(iv) For every f E 1J~, the inequality

t

I (f) 0= If IFmj~(zJI"'jlf 1i"\(rk)I"k

for f E 1J1"
theorem.

and thus
~

3.
(15)

J(~) = J(ep)

'P

tively. Then we see that the restrictions to the
domain B of the functions Z E 1Jp (BI) and 1fr
E 1Jp (B2) of COROLLARY 1 belong to ®p and ~p,
respectively. Furthermore it is easily verified
that the functions Z and ~I' also belongs to ®~
and ~~. The above ccnstruction method is avail·
able for each domain conformally e:luivalent
to B in place of B
Therefore we know that
the both classes ('lp and .'01' have infinite numbers of elements other than the function !p of
THEOREM 1.

~-~

0

!p

E C% and

!p

I (f) = LIg III d arg 1-27:' 19 I (f)

for any element f of ®~ or .'O~.
Proof of (i). Let f E ®;. Then, by (f),
(16), (17) and THEOREM 1,

REMARK. Let DjU = 1, "', N) be the comple-27:' 19 I(ep) = J(~) s:.J(f)~-27:' 19 I(f)
ment continua of B adjacent to Cj, respectively, and thus
and let
I(~) ~I(I).

BI = B

+

h

2j D j and B"= B
j~l

+

M

L; Dl\+j.
J~I

Let 1Jp (BI) and 1Jp (B2) be the class 1Jp defined
for the domains BI and B2, respectively, in
place of B. Apply the consequences (iii) and (i)
of COROLLARY 1 to 1J p (BI) and 1J p (B2), respec'

Further, by THEOREM 1, the equality sign in
the last inequality appears if and only if f (z )
=!p

(Z).

Let f E
and (17), the equation

Proof of (ii).

~P'

Then, by (16)
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](cp) - ] (f) = - Llg

+ 2;;- (lg

III

d arg I

I (I) - 19 I (cp))

holds. On the other hand, by (14), the equation

](cp)-](f)=-2Llg
holds.

III

d arg/+DB(h)

Hence we have that

2;;- (lg I (f) - 19 I (cp))

= - L 19

III

d arg 1+ DB(h) L 0

17

holds. Here the equality sign appears if and
only if f=if';
(iv) For every f E .\)~, the inequality

[cp' (Zl) I :::;: [ I '(Zl) I
holds. Here the eqzeality sign appears if and
only if f - cpo
4. Let tyP", ®p" and .\)p" be the subclasses
of typ, ®p and .\)p, respectively, which consist of
functions f (z) of typ, ®p and .\)p being p-valent.

and thus

I (cp) ::::;: 1(1).
The equality sign in the last ine::juality appears
if and only if h = 0 and thus f (z) - if' (z).
Similarly to COROLLARY 1 we have the following corollary of THEOREM 2 (cf. THEOREM 2 of
[6J).
COROLLARY 2. (i) Let 1Jr be the fzmction
defined in (i) of COROLLARY 1. Then for every
f E ty~, the inequality

Proof. Let {B n } ;;'=1 be an exhaustion of B
such that Zj E B 1 (j = 1, ... , el, (k EEl (k = 1,
''', K) and such that aBn consists of a finite
number of analytic Jordan curves. Let f(z) be
an arbitrary element of tyP" (, ®p" or .\)p"), and
let F and F n (n= 1,2, ... ) be the image covering
surfaces of Band B n , respectively, by the mapping w = f (z ). We can take a sufficiently small
positive number r such that cF1 does not lie
over Iw[:O:::rand Iwl~l/r. letFrandFnr(n
= 1, 2, ... ) be the subsets of F and F n, respectively, obtained by taking off from F and F n the
portions over I wi :0::: r and IUJ I ~ 1/r. Then,
we find that

holds. Here the eqzeality sign appears if and
only if f == 1Jr;
(ii) Let Z be the function defined in (ii) of (8)
COROLLARY 1.
Then for every f E ty~, the
inequality

I (Z) ::::;: I (I)

z.

In the case p = 1 in (1), we know that
1, 11tr = n1 = 1 and thus

I (I)

=

1= K

Fr

=
=

holds. Here the equality sign appears if and
only if f=

=

D

(lg Iwi)

1,~~iUn}g Iwid arg w
lim r 19 Iwid arg w JaF
n-+oo

n

= Llg

III

(19)

D F r (lg Iwi) ::::;: p D(r<lwl<l/r)(lg Iwi)
=

L III

(i)

Icp' (Zl) I~ I I

'(Zl) I

-4;;-p 19 r,

for f (z) is p-valent. By (18) and (19), we have
that

19

T here exists the unique
element if' of ~h and '\)1 which univalently maps
B onto the domain of which the boundary con·
sists of circular slits (the images of e 1 , ''', e~)
centred at the origin and radial slits (the imagesofe~+l, ..., eN) emanating from the origin;
(ii) The function if' is the only element which
simultaneozesly belongs to ®1 and .\)1;
(iii) For every f E ®;, the ineqzeality
COROLLARY 3.

d arg I -4;;-p 19 r.

On the other hand,

1/'(zl) I·

Hence we have the following corol"ary of THEO·
REMS 1 and 2.

4;rp 19 r

d arg 1::::;:0

and thus f E typ' (, f E ®p' or f E .\)p', resp.).
We note that if' E ®p" and if' E .\)p" for the
function if' defined in THEOREM 1. Then, by
THEOREM 2 and LEMMA, we have immediately
the following theorem.
THEOREM 3. Let if' be the fzmction defined in
THEOREM 1.
(i)

For every f E ®p", the inequality
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I (cp)

;z. I (f)

holds. Here the equality sign appears if and
only if f == cp;
(ii) For every f E f)r,", the inequality

I (cp)

<

I (f)

if and

0, f(co)=co, f'(co)

=

1

and (e) (or (e'), resp.) of 1. Then we have the
following corollary of THEOREM 3 (cf. [2J, [3J
and [4J).
COROLLARY 4. Let cp be the function defined
in COROLLARY 3.
(i) For every f E @l", the inequality
1

cp' (Zl) I~ If' (Zl) I

holds. Here the equality sign appears if and
only if f == cp;
(ii) For every f E f)l", the inequality

Icp' (Zl) 1~ I f' (Zl) I
holds. Here the equality sign appears
ouly if f == cpo

/"= {wlarg W=7r, e-P~lwl~eP}(p>O),
and il' be the domain

We note that ~h" (or f)J") consists of all univalent functions f (z) on B which satisfy the
conditions
=

/'= {w I Iw I =1, -a~arg w~a}
and a segment

holds. Here the equality sign appears
only if f == cpo

f(Zl)

swer for this question.
Let G be the whole w-plane slit along a circular arc

if and

If C" = ¢ (or C' = ¢) in (i) (or (ii), resp.) of
COROLLARY 4, the present consequences are reduced to the well- known classical results (cf.
[lJ and [8J).

{w le-o< Iw I<eo, -(a+e)

<arg w<a+e} (O<a<7r-e, e>O)
slit along l'. Let F be the covering surface
over the w-plane obtained by the crosswise connection of il' and G along the common slit l'.
Then F is a doubly-connected planar surface.
Thus we can conformally map F onto the domain B of which the boundary consists of a
circular slit C' (the image of ail' -l') centred at
the origin and a radial slit C" (the image of I")
emanating from the origin, and further may assume that the mapping function z = g(w) satisfies the conditions

g(O) =0, g(co)=

co,

g'(co)=1.

The inverse function w = fez)
onto F under the condition

== g-l(Z) maps B

f(O) =0, f(co)=co, f'(co)=1.
It is obvious that f(z)E@J. However f(z)$@/,
for

Llg If I d arg f
= ~a4'-1' 19 Iwl d arg w=4e (a+e) >0.

Let B* be the image domain of G by g (w).
REMARK. Each class lrP" (,@p" or f)p") is a Then we see that 13*- C" C B and the restricstrict subclass of lr,,' (,@P' or f),,', resp.); i. e. tion of fez) on B* is the mapping function of
lrP" ~ lrP' ('@P" ~ @P' or f)p" ~ s.>p'). To see B* onto the domain G of which the boundary
this, it is sufficient to show that there exists consists of the circular slit l' and the radial slit
even the function of lrP' (,@P' or s.>P') of which I". Thus, by COROLLARY 4, we have that
the valence is not bounded. The detailed arguIf' (0) I > 1.
ment is omitted (cf. Example 1 of [6J). By the
On the other hand, cp(z)=z and thus cp'(O) = 1
last assertion, we can infer that lrP' (,@P' or s.>P')
for the present B. Consequently, we see that
is a class much larger than lrP" (, @,," or s.>P",
resp.). THEOREM 2 (and COROLLARY 2) assert
If '(0) I > cp' (0),
that cp (and 1ft' or X) preserve the extremality which rejects the maximality of cp (z) with rewith respect to the functional I (f) even on spect to I(j) on the class @l.
such the classes @P' or s.>P' (and lrP', resp.).
By an analogy of the present example, we
can infer that the function cp of THEOREM 1 does
5. EXAMPLE 1. Does the function cp defined not preserve the maximality with respect to the
in THEOREM 1 preserve the maximality with re- functional I( f) on any class @p.
spect to the functional I (f) on the class @p ?
The following example gives the negative an6. EXAMPLE 2. Does the function cp defined
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in THEOREM 1 preserve the maximality (or minimality) with respect to the functional J( f) (or
I(f), resp.) on the class ~p ? The following
example gives the negative answer for the both
questions.
Let G, l' and I" be the ones defined in EXAMPLE
1. Let LJ" be the domain

{wi e-CPH)<!wl<ePH, rr-e

<arg w<rr+e} (O<e<rr)
slit along I". Let F be the covering surface
over w-plane obtained by the crosswise connection of LJ" and G along the common slit 1".
Then F is a doubly-connected planar surface.
Thus we can conformally map F onto the domain B of which the boundary consists of a
circular slit C' (the image of I') centred at the
origin and a radial slit C" (the image of aLJ"
-I") emanating from the origin, and further
may assume that the mapping function Z= g(w)
satisfies the conditions

g(O) =0, g(oo)=oo, gl(oo)=1.
The inverse function w = f(Z)===g-1 (z) maps B
onto F under the condition

1(0)=0,/(00)=00,1 ' (00)=1.
f (z) E ~ 1. However f (z)

It is obvious that
$~1/, for
(20)

L II I
19

d arg

=tAU-)g

Iwl

I

d arg w=4rr(p+e»0.

Let B* be the image domain of G by g(w).
Then we see that ]3* - C' C B and the restriction of f(z) on B* is the mapping function of
B* onto the domain G of which the boundary
consists of the circular slit l' and the radial slit
I". Thus, by COROLLARY 4, we have that

I I' (0) I < 1.
On the other hand, <p (z) ~ z and thus <p' (0) = 1
for the present B. Conse::juently, we see that
(21)

II'

(0) I< if' (0),

19

which rejects the minimality of rp (z) with respect to I (f) on the class ~l. Further, by (20)
and (21), we can also see that rp (z) does not
preserve the maximality with respect to J (f)
on the class ~l •
By an analogy of the present example, we
can infer that the function rp of THEOREM 1 does
not preserve the maximality (or minimality)
with respect to the functional J (f) (or I (f),
resp.) on any class ~p,
7. The present conse::juence suggests the
possibility of an extension to the case of an infinitely-connected domain or an open Riemann
surface of finite genus. We shall concern ourselves with the problem in the next paper.
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